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Abstract: Agile global software engineering challenges architectural knowledge (AK) management
since face-to-face interactions are preferred over comprehensive documentation, which causes AK
loss over time. The AK condensation concept was proposed to reduce AK losing, using the AK shared
through unstructured electronic media. A crucial part of this concept is a classification mechanism to
ease AK recovery in the future. We developed a Slack complement as a classification mechanism based
on social tagging, which recommends tags according to a chat/message topic, using natural language
processing (NLP) techniques. We evaluated two tagging modes: NLP-assisted versus alphabetical
auto-completion, in terms of correctness and time to select a tag. Fifty-two participants used the
complement emulating an agile and global scenario and gave us their complement’s perceptions
about usefulness, ease of use, and work integration. Messages tagged through NLP recommendations
showed fewer semantic errors, and participants spent less time selecting a tag. They perceived
the component as very usable, useful, and easy to be integrated into the daily work. These results
indicated that a tag recommendation system is necessary to classify the shared AK accurately and
quickly. We will improve the NLP techniques to evaluate AK condensation in a long-term test as
future work.

Keywords: agile global software engineering; architectural knowledge management; natural
language processing; knowledge condensing

1. Introduction

Architectural knowledge (AK) is a core part of any software project [1], and it is com-
monly documented based upon standards [2]. This documentation eases the knowledge
management cycle [3] (create/capture, share/disseminate, acquire/apply), even when
companies practice global software engineering (GSE). In GSE, transferring/sharing docu-
ments among the distributed facilities is commonly done to decrease the effect of the four
distances in this paradigm [4,5] (physical, temporal, linguistic, and cultural).

Nowadays, GSE companies are adopting agile software development, which caused
the arising of the agile GSE approach; in fact, VersionOne (https://explore.digital.ai/state-
of-agile/14th-annual-state-of-agile-report, accessed on 15 March 2021) reports in 2020
that 71% of surveyed agile enterprises practice agile GSE. This trend causes a paradigms
contradiction referring to knowledge managing. The agile paradigm states that functional
software and face-to-face communication are preferred over processes, and comprehensive
documentation [6]. In practice, most agile projects’ documentation could be replaced by
enhancing informal communication since the agile paradigm proposes a stronger emphasis
on tacit knowledge rather than explicit knowledge [7]. This emphasis on tacit knowledge
has to be done without disregarding formal documentation [8]; however, in the agile GSE
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practice, this implies a reduction of AK documentation or even its disappearance [8–10],
known as documentation debt [11]. This situation affects the AK management since most
of the projects’ AK remains tacit [12], hindering the knowledge management cycle in agile
GSE environments because traditional knowledge managing on GSE is based on explicit
knowledge sharing.

The prevalence of AK documentation debt and the affectation on the knowledge
management cycle eventually cause AK vaporization [13]. It could trigger some of the
following problems in agile GSE projects [14–16]: poorly understood technical solutions,
reduced knowledge transfer between teams, low quality, defects in software evolution
and maintenance, difficulty in conducting tests, stress with stakeholders, and time wasted
by experts answering questions and attempting to find solutions to problems previously
solved. It is worth highlighting that constant questions could cause interpersonal relation-
ship erosion, which could affect the knowledge flow [17], and trust relationship building,
which is essential for agile teams.

In the aim to address the above problems, in a previous study [18] we presented the
knowledge condensation concept, which takes advantage of the agile GSE developers’
preference to share AK by unstructured textual and electronic media (UTEM), e.g., instant
messengers, emails, etc., [10,19]. The knowledge condensation concept includes a knowl-
edge classification mechanism, which was initially based on social tagging to tag relevant
AK during their interactions. These tags have to be registered by the development teams to
relate to the teams’ jargon. Furthermore, these tags must be related to a set of meta-tags,
which are semantic anchors to ease the AK later retrieval in case the exact name of a tag was
forgotten. This semi-fixed tagging mechanism could avoid the free and unassisted tagging
problems. These problems are tag explosion, interpretation differences of a tag’s meaning,
incomplete context to understand a tag; tags that only make sense when used together
(known as composite tags), and tags with the same meaning but written differently (known
as obscure similarity) [20]. These problems could lead to tagging difficulties which could
ruin the AK classification mechanism, and consequently, they would cause information
retrieval problems [21]. To preserve the classification mechanism, in the same study [18],
we presented a tagging helper implemented for Skype, which auto-completes tags in an
alphabetic way during developers’ UTEM interactions, helping them to select an existing
tag and to type it correctly. Both AK classification mechanism and tagging service were
evaluated, and we obtained broad acceptance by the participants. However, they suggested
including a more intelligent way to help the tagging action. We considered it essential to
increase the knowledge condensation concept adoption in a real agile GSE environment.

Therefore, the tagging service must minimize the negative cost that interruption could
cause [22,23], since developers must redirect their attention from the main activity to
properly tag the current interaction and then return naturally to its primary activity. Thus,
a tagging service is required to ease the knowledge flow and not become a constant source
of disruption [24,25].

Based on the stated above, we developed an AK classification mechanism based on
semi-fixed tagging, which was implemented as a Slack (https://slack.com/, accessed on 20
October 2021) service, including a tags recommendation module based on natural language
processing (NLP) and statistical language models techniques.

This paper aims to determine with which tagging method, either assisted by auto-
completion or by NLP, users select tags with a better coherence (named in this paper as
semantic correctness) regarding the context of the messages. A coherent tagging is essential
to the AK condensation concept since it is the base to find the required AK in the future.
Another objective in this paper is to determine with which tagging method a developer
could select in a faster way a given tag. The time to tag a message is also an essential
factor to consider since interruptions could cause negative consequences in the developer
work (as we stated before), as well as the time to accomplish a task is relevant to enhance
the usability of any software product [26]. Thus, a quick tag selection could increase the
adoption possibility of our proposed classification mechanism, as well as the knowledge
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condensation concept per se. Thus, the research questions of this paper are the following:
(RQ1) With which tagging method (assisted by auto-completion or assisted by NLP) does
the tag selection by users fit better to the message context?; (RQ2) With which tagging
method (assisted by auto-completion or assisted by NLP) the tag selection by users is faster?
and (RQ3) Which is the perception of usefulness, ease of use, and integration into the work
of the tagging service implemented in Slack?

The main contributions of this paper are the following: (1) the implementation of a
tagging service based on NLP to help to condense AK; (2) evidence about an NLP tagging
service cause that users tag faster and more coherently than using tag auto-completion;
(3) encouraging evaluation results of the implemented tagging service in terms of usefulness,
ease of use and integration in software developer activities; (4) relevant results about the
pertinence of the recommended tags by the NLP mechanism; and (5) a corpus of 291 tagged
messages contained in seven categories.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the work related
to AK extraction/classification and tagging recommendation in software engineering; in
Section 3, we present the Slack service used to implement the AK classification mechanism;
Section 4 presents a description of the NLP models used to obtain the tags recommendation;
Section 5 presents the method used to evaluate the service; in Section 6 and Section 7,
we, respectively, present the results of the evaluation and its threats of validity. Finally,
in Section 8 we discuss the obtained results and present our conclusions in Section 9.

2. Related Work

In this section, we present the related work about AK, where we clarify the abstractions
levels used in this concept and how AK management is a challenge in agile GSE nowadays.
Furthermore, we present the approaches to address the lack of explicit AK in agile GSE,
based on using repositories, tagging, Q&A sites, to leverage the work done by software
developers to provide a low-intrusive means of capturing AK during day-to-day work.

2.1. Architectural Knowledge and Agile Global Software Engineering

According to Kruchten et al. [27] AK is composed of architecture design and the design
decisions and rationale used to attain architectural solutions. This definition could be clear
for everyone; however, there are many definitions of the concept of software architecture;
thus, the term architecture design is not as straightforward as possible. The definitions of
software architecture from Bass et al. [28], from the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 standard [29],
from Kruchten [30] and many others, could build up the idea that software architecture is a
very abstract and general definition of a structure on which software will be developed.
As architecture implies abstraction, it suppresses purely local information; thus, private
details of components are not architectural [31].

Deeping in the software architecture concepts, there also exists the architectural views
definition: a representation of a coherent set of architectural elements as written by and
read by system stakeholders [28]. Thus, depending on the stakeholders, the level of design
detail could vary. The typical architectural views include the functional view (called
the logical view), the concurrency view (called the process or thread view), the code
view, the development view (called the implementation view), and the physical view [31].
The means above that detailed views on code and development could be considered
architectural topics. Further, if the concern’s scope is limited to a subsystem within a
system, what is considered architectural is different from what the software architect
considers architectural [31]. Therefore, the context influences what is architectural, leading
to the concepts of macro-architecture and micro-architecture. Macro-architecture covers
the architecture levels to which architecturally relevant elements are assigned (large-scale
architecture); thus, it covers aspects such as requirements, decisions, and structures at
a high level of abstraction: decisions concerning necessary system interfaces. Micro-
architecture covers aspects with a lower level of abstraction, i.e., detailed design or “small-
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scale” architecture, which is closely associated with the source code with no fundamental
influence on an architecture [32].

Then, the concept of AK (design decisions and rationale used to attain an architectural
design) takes another dimension. Software architecture could cover either high abstract
and general topics (macro-architecture) or detailed design at low abstraction levels (micro-
architecture) regarding the architectural concern’s scope.

On the other hand, AK management is challenging in agile GSE since knowledge
management is a challenge too [33–35]. Knowledge capturing is a critical phase of the
AK management process in agile GSE environment [36]; however, the agile developers’
attitudes [37] towards this phase cause documentation debt [11]. Since an agile GSE
environment leads to a lack of captured AK, the knowledge management phases of shar-
ing/disseminating and acquiring/applying are also affected because AK is shared and
acquired based on inappropriate documentation or even tacit knowledge. Souza et al. [38]
determined that current architectural derivation methods are heavily based on the archi-
tects’ tacit knowledge, and this does not offer sufficient support for inexperienced architects
or novice developers. The limitations of the current derivations methods are the following:
undetailed decision-making process, inconsistency between the artifacts (especially those
referring to micro-architecture), and semantic loss, and lack of traceability between models
(between/within macro-architecture and micro-architecture).

2.2. Approaches to Address the Lack of Explicit Architectural Knowledge

One of the approaches to address the lack of explicit AK at the micro-architecture
level is mining issue trackers, version control repositories (generally from open source
software projects), or any other document which could contain AK. The main objective is
to extract large sets of architectural design concepts [39], or automatically recover design
decisions from projects’ artifacts [40], which can be textual or based on unified modeling
language [41]. However, none of these works consider that in agile environments exist
documentation debt; thus, the mining sources used in these works could not exist o could
be incomplete or outdated. Furthermore, mining repositories could be inefficient on small
projects with a non-rigid discipline regarding the commits and bug fixing comments.
Further, challenges associated with the volume, velocity, and variety of the data set and
other challenges about extensive data systems were identified.

Another proposal to address the lack of explicit AK is using tags recommendation
systems to classify work items during the development cycle. Tagging has been used in soft-
ware engineering for information finding, team coordination, and cooperation, and helping
to bridge socio-technical issues [42,43]. Automatic tag recommendation in software en-
gineering started with the TAGREC method [44] to recommend tags for work items in
IBM Jazz, based on the fuzzy set theory. More recently, neural networks had been used to
recommend tags for question and answers (Q&A) sites [45], finding that this technique
could infer the context of the posts and consequently it could recommend accurate tags for
new posts. On the same line, Mushtaq et al. [46] proposed a framework to obtain explicit
and implicit knowledge from community-based Q&A sites (e.g., StackOverflow) through
mining techniques to support AK management; however, the authors did not report any
implementation. In the Parra et al. work [47], a process to extract relevant keywords from
video tutorials was proposed, which uses the video title, description, audio transcription,
as well as external resources related to the video content, such as StackOverflow publi-
cations and its tags. This method showed that it could automatically extract tags that
encompass up to 66% of the information developers consider relevant to outline the content
of a software development video.

Another way of tagging is presented by Jovanovic et al. [48], called semantic tagging,
which uses Wikipedia information to establish the tagging process semantically and to
provide a methodical approach to apply tagging in software engineering content. In the
same sense, TRG [49] proposes to discover and enrich tags focused on open source software
through using a semantic graph to model the semantic correlations between the tags
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and words of the software descriptions. A similar approach was used by Alqahtani
and Rilling [50] who proposed an ontology-based software security tagger framework to
automatically identify and classify cybersecurity-related entities and concepts in the text of
software artifacts.

Most of the above-cited works use the traditional approaches in tags recommendation
(EnTagRec, TagMulRec, and FastTagRec). They were compared against deep learning-
based approaches (TagCNN, TagRNN, TagHAN, and TagRCNN) [51], obtaining that the
performance of TagCNN and TagRCNN was more suitable in terms of performance than
the traditional approaches. However, all these approaches do not consider the “cold start”
problem [52], i.e., the absence of previous information about the target object.

The presented works evidence that Q&A sites, wikis, or any other similar platform
can be considered as a source of AK, as was stated by Soliman et al. [53], who analyzed and
classified StackOverflow posts, and these were contrasted with software engineers. They
obtained that there is valuable AK particularly related to technological decisions. However,
these discussions do not include specific project AK such as business rules, architectural
decisions based on particular conditions of the project, etc. Therefore, organizations need
to unify their AK sources, to have a similar resource as Q&A systems. CAKI [54] is a
proposed solution to the necessity of internal AK, which works as a continuous integration
of organization-internal and external AK sources, with enhanced semantic reasoning and
personalized capabilities.

There are different approaches to enhance AK managing, focused on the extrac-
tion, classification, and searching of knowledge. Many efforts are focused on extract-
ing/classifying AK from public Q&A services sites which concentrate enormous volumes
of information, experiences, and knowledge related to technical aspects of software en-
gineering, using different artificial intelligence techniques and data mining. However,
AK is not stored in those Q&A services, such as discussions about project business rules,
architectural decisions that depend on the project conditions, and even AK related to the
project deployment. This AK is usually stored in the UTEM logs of the software com-
pany [9], and these information sources are our focus with the knowledge condensation
concept. To help classify the unstructured AK in the UTEM logs, we chose assisted tagging
to recommend adequate tags to project stakeholders. In the following section, we describe
the Slack service developed to recommend tags using NLP models.

3. Architectural Knowledge Condensation and the Slack Tagging Service

The AK condensation concept was proposed in a previous work [18] as a response to
reduce the AK vaporization in agile GSD, taking advantage of the preference of sharing
AK through UTEM in these kinds of environments [9,10]. To instantiate this concept, we
have to ensure the following items [18]:

• Accessible UTEM logs. All the stakeholders involved in an agile GSE project must
access the information contained in the UTEM log files to consult the AK that is shared
among the development team.

• UTEM log classification mechanism to structure the shared information to ease the
AK retrieval. This mechanism must be based on a semantic scheme representing the
AK shared through UTEM.

• AK searching mechanism. All the stakeholders could use the semantic scheme to find
valuable AK with less effort in the structured UTEM logs.

In the aim to instantiate the AK condensation concept we chose Slack, an application
that eases communication and collaboration within teams, which is booming in agile
development, and researchers have even studied how developers use Slack [55–57]. Slack
can be considered a UTEM since the messages shared between the interested parties have
no fixed structure to ease the retrieval of AK. Given the popularity of Slack, we decided
to develop a Slack tagging service so that the concept of knowledge condensation could
eventually be evaluated in a real agile GSE environment. While Slack uses social tagging as
part of its functionality, and there are some add-ons based on the use of tags, these present
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the problems associated with free tagging: tag explosion, interpretation differences of a
tag’s meaning, incomplete context to understand a tag, etc. [20]. Furthermore, there are no
assistants that implement intelligent elements to suggest tags.

Hereunder, we describe the operation of the service in terms of the elements of the
concept of knowledge condensation [18], excepting the element named “Architectural
knowledge searching mechanism”, since it is out of the scope of this study (an example of
the implementation of this mechanism can be seen in our past work [18]). In the last part
of this section, we present a scenario to explain how the AK condensation concept could
work in an agile GSE environment and the potential benefits of its implementation.

3.1. Accessible Messages of the UTEM Log Files

We developed a component in Node.js, which extracts the messages periodically (or at
request) using the Slack API and then stores the messages in a common repository (Algolia
(https://www.algolia.com/, accessed on 29 October 2021). The main objective is to keep
the Slack messages (previously classified by tags—see next section) and another UTEM’s
messages located in one single point so that the AK can easily be found.

3.2. UTEM Log Files Classification Mechanism

In a previous work [18], we learned that tagging is feasible to classify the AK stored in
the UTEM log files. With this focus, we proposed that developers tag the UTEM messages
they consider relevant in terms of AK during their daily interactions to recover them in the
future. To avoid tags explosion phenomena [20] (occurring when free tagging is allowed),
we chose a semi-fixed tagging in a past work [18]. This type of tagging has a meta-tags
base model (obtained from a previous study [9], see Figure 1), which represents the AK
shared in UTEM in an agile GSE environment. Each meta-tag is related to user-tags which
developers register in a web application at the beginning of each agile development cycle
after they agree about which tags they will use during that cycle. The meta-tag model
could be changed by another model that fits in other environments, such as the work of
Martinez et al. [58] who formalize that model as an ontology for general use in software
projects. The main objective of this model is to have a semantic anchor to recover AK in
the future.

Figure 1. Meta-tags model, representing the architectural knowledge shared in agile GSE environ-
ments (adapted from [9]).

To ease the tags recalling during the interactions through Slack, we implemented a
tagging system on which developers have to select the option “Tag! Tagger” from the
options that appear for each message. Then, a dialogue box appears to allow the selection
from a tags’ list previously recorded, including meta-tags (see Figure 2A). This selection
list includes an auto-completion feature that filters the available tags as the developer
writes. It is also possible to enter customized (free) tags in a text field. In the final selection
list, developers can view the tags recommendation list, which comes from the language
models (see Figure 2B). On this list, the elements are the suggested tags. These elements
are ordered regarding how semantically close the tag is to the message to be tagged. It is
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worth remarking that the tagging system has three different ways to tag a message only for
evaluation purposes.

Figure 2. Graphic user interfaces of Slack tagging service. (A) Auto-completion assistance to select a
tag; (B) tags recommendation list of the natural language processing (NLP) assistance comes from
the language models. The middle textbox is used to type tags freely (only for evaluation purposes).

3.3. Scenario of Architectural Knowledge Condensation

This part exemplifies how developers could use the Slack tagging service in an agile
GSE scenario where the knowledge condensation concept is implemented.

First, developers (local and remote) during a kick-off meeting of a development cycle
(e.g., Scrum sprint meeting) agree on the tags to use during the next cycle depending on
the topics covered by the user stories to be developed. Next, developers register the agreed
tags in the tag management Web application (see Figure 3B), and the conventional flow of
an agile methodology continues.

In an agile environment, it is common that developers neglect AK documentation
activities, as working software and individuals’ interaction are preferred over compre-
hensive documentation, process, and tools [6]. In addition, there generally exists time
pressures in agile GSE environments [36], and developers show a lousy attitude towards
documentation [37]. These situations generate documentation debt [11], which is addressed
by constantly interacting between remote and local team members via UTEM to acquire
and share AK. During those interactions, developers can tag the AK they feel necessary to
retrieve later (see Figure 3B), supported by the tagging service for Slack or another UTEM,
such as email, Trello, Skype (see our past implementation in [18]). The tagged messages
are stored in the respective UTEM logs, which the gathering service frequently reads and
sends the messages to a repository (see Figure 3A).

Finally, due to the documentation debt, it is frequent that developers do not remember
some architectural details (e.g., technical specifications, detailed design, application deploy-
ment issues, etc.) either during the same development cycle or in a later one [9]. It is even
common that they do not remember the exact date or the communication media used to
share AK with their counterparts. However, since team members tagged their interactions
and these are located in a common repository, the project AK could be retrieved using the
AK search engine presented in [18], which is out of the scope of this paper (see Figure 3C).

Although we describe this scenario sequentially, the technology elements involved
(tagging assistants, tag management web application, gathering service, AK search engine,
etc.) can come into play at any time. For example, tag registration and/or deletion could be
performed at any time during the development cycle, as long as there is agreement among
team members. Furthermore, although tagging is fundamental to this implementation of
knowledge condensation, knowledge retrieval can be performed even before any message
is tagged, either by retrieving by period, author, recipient, etc. However, not tagging
conversations can lead to the loss of semantics and context of knowledge over time since
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tags and the meta-tag structure to which they are related provide a semantic anchor that
would offer a way to remember or intuit the context of the conversation being consulted.

Figure 3. Rich picture of an AK condensation scenario based on [18]. It includes activities (ovals)
corresponding to the three elements of the AK condensation concept, A = Accessible UTEM logs
information, B = UTEM logs Classification mechanism, C = AK searching mechanism. Bulleted lines
represent links between activities and who performs them. Arrowed lines represent links between
activities and artifacts. There are three types of artifacts: resulting artifacts (activities’ outgoing
arrows), source artifacts (activities’ in-going arrows), and interacting artifacts (linked with double
arrow lines).

3.4. Potential Benefits of the Architectural Knowledge Condensation

Listed below are the potential benefits of fully implementing the architectural knowl-
edge condensation concept.

• Reduction of interruptions. Since full implementation of this concept provides a search
engine for AK, a team member who has a question about any AK topic could first use
the search engine before interrupting one of their or her teammates to ask a question.

• Reduced time to find AK. AK condensation offers a common point to search for shared
knowledge in different UTEM, in addition to offering search filters that most UTEM
do not offer, such as search by period, by author, by the recipient, by UTEM source,
and by tag.

• Reduction of development tasks time. As a consequence of the two previous points,
it is expected that the time to complete development tasks will be reduced since the
project’s AK will be more accessible through the AK search engine.

A crucial point to obtain the benefits listed above is that the AK classification mech-
anism is efficient and adapted to the dynamics of an agile environment to ensure the
adoption of the technological elements that implement such mechanisms. That is why in
this paper, we focus on evaluating how well an NLP tagging service suggests tags according
to the context, intending to ease the interactions tagging. Furthermore, it is of our interest
to evaluate how quickly the tagging action can be performed since the time to accomplish a
tag is an essential factor to the future adoption of any software tool [26].

4. Language Models Development and Integration to Slack Tagging Service

As we mentioned before, we incorporated NLP techniques and statistical language
models into the Slack tagging service. Language models use probabilities for their operation
and specifically assign a value to a sequence of words [59]. An n-gram is a sequence of n
terms, which can be words or characters, e.g., “story user” is a sequence of two words and
is called 2-gram or bigram. In this way, we can have different configurations of n-grams.
N-gram models can compute the probability of a sequence of words (text segment) by
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estimating each word’s probability in an n-gram given the previous terms. Equation (1)
computes the probabilities for any string of terms.

P(w1:n) = P(w1)P(w2|w1)P(w3|w1:2). . .P(wn|w1:n−1)

P(w1:n) ≈
n

∏
i=1

P(wn|w1:n−1) (1)

In the aim of integrating the use language models to suggest tags during Slack inter-
actions, we executed the following phases: (1) corpus development, (2) language models
development, and (3) language models and Slack tagging service integration.

4.1. Corpus Development

Language models require initial data (corpus) to be developed; thus, we took the
UTEM logs generated in our previous study [18], in which participants interacted through
Skype following a script. In the referenced study, participants tagged Skype messages
following the script indications, and then, we determined which messages were tagged
coherently. It is important to highlight that participants used the same set of tags used in
this study, and those tags were related to the meta-tags model presented in the previous
section (see Figure 1).

As the next step, we selected the coherently tagged messages to determine which
tags were used more frequently. We obtained 291 messages tagged with the following
tags (Table 1 the tags distribution): Encryption, Documentation, UserStory, RESTTest,
RESTResource, TechnologicalSupport and TestData. It is important to point out that
Documentation and TechnologicalSupport are meta-tags. Thus, we had the base to develop
seven language models, one per each frequent tag with this data. We used this corpus to
train the language models generated by each category (tags).

Table 1. Distribution of the 291 tagged messages selected from our previous study [18].

Tag/Meta-Tag Number of Messages

UserStory 88
RESTResource 61

RESTTest 43
Documentation 36

Encryption 26
TestData 23

TechnologicalSupport 16

4.2. Language Models Development

The developed method seeks to capture features of the seven tags selected from the
original corpus. As the input of our language model, we used the lemma and the grammat-
ical class. In the lemmatization process, the words’ inflections are removed, and the words’
root is obtained. For example, the word “computing” has the word “compute” as its lemma.
On the other hand, the grammatical categories are the different classifications in which
words are grouped, for example, nouns, articles, adjectives, verbs, pronouns, prepositions,
conjunctions, and interjections. For example, the original comment from a developer in
the #UserStory category “the resource you consult is the same as story 2” provides for the
word story “story NN”. The NN grammatical class represents a noun. The probability of
#UserStory example as bigrams could be computed with the Equation (2). This probability
is affected by the appearance of each term in the entire collection of messages (corpus).

P(Wn|Wn−1) =
C(Wn−1Wn)

C(Wn−1)
(2)
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The Equation (2) is called maximum likelihood estimation or MLE. The MLE estimates
for an n-gram model’s parameters by getting counts from a corpus and normalizing the
counts; therefore, the values lie between 0 and 1.

Let us see an example using bigrams with corpus of three sentences:

1. ∗B∗ them. I am programming ∗END∗
2. ∗B∗ programming I am ∗END∗
3. ∗B∗ I do not like to design ∗END∗

Below we show the result for some bigrams of this short corpus:

P(I | ∗B∗) = 2
3
= 0.67,

the word I appears two times after ∗B∗ and ∗ENDS∗ appears three times.

P(∗END∗ | programming) =
1
2
= 0.5

P(programming | ∗B∗) =
1
3
= 0.33

P(programming | am) =
1
2
= 0.5

P(am | I) =
2
3
= 0.67

To compute the probability of the first sentence, we would have the following expression:

P(S3) = P(I | ∗B∗) + P(am | I) + P(programming | am)

= +P(∗END∗ | programming)

= 0.67× 0.67× 0.5× 0.5 = 0.000112225

The process estimates the n-gram probability by dividing the observed frequency of
a particular sequence by the observed frequency of a prefix. This ratio is called a relative
frequency [59]. The above example provides an overview of how language models work.
This task is automated by the SRILM (http://www.speech.sri.com/, accessed on 29 October
2021) tool.

We created seven language models using SRILM version 1.7.3, a toolkit for building
and applying language models, primarily used in speech recognition, statistical tagging
and segmentation, and machine translation. In previous work [60], it was possible to
identify that the language models had a better performance than the bag of words (BoW)
method, a technique widely used to represent text data. In [61], a study on short texts
in different languages showed results of 82.4 precision on average. Recently, pre-trained
models are using a deep learning approach [62]; however, their implementation requires
sizeable computational processing capabilities. Language models have not been used for
the task addressed in this work, as indicated by some studies cited in the related work.

The configuration used for the creation of the models was as follows:

• N-grams-2 (bigrams): the sequence of terms was determined after performing an
analysis between N-grams of sizes 2, 4, and 6.

• We used Kneser–Ney discounting (kndiscount) as a smoothing method.
• Gtmin: specify the minimum counts for N-grams to be included in the language

model, we used gt2min.

http://www.speech.sri.com/
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We used all the terms to train the seven models. Repeated text segments were also
automatically removed to avoid overfitting. Then, the text was lemmatized with Freeling
(http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/freeling/, accessed on 30 October 2021) with the default config
file for Spanish, which also allowed to obtain the part-of-speech (POS) tags for the text.
Below we provide an example of input for the training process of the user story model “ver
que la historia del usuario este enfocada a un asistente medico/see that the user’s story is
focused on a medical assistant”:

ver VMIP1S0 que CS el DA0FP0 historia NCFP000 de SP usuario NCMS000 estar
VMIP3P0 enfocar VMP00PF a SP uno DI0MS0 asistente NCCS000 médico AQ0MS00

see VB that IN the DT user NN ’s story NN is VBZ focused VBN on IN a DT
medical JJ assistant NN

Definition of grammatical class:
VB: Verb, base form/IN: Preposition or subordinating conjunction/DT: Determiner/NNs:
Noun, plural/NN: Noun, singular or mass/VBZ: Verb, 3rd person singular present/VBN:
Verb, past participle/JJ: Adjective

The example above shows the lemmatized words (word lemma) and their respective
grammatical classes. The generated language models can be downloaded from https:
//github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd (accessed on 16 November 2021).

Finally, when the models were generated, each new text evaluated generates a numeri-
cal value that indicates the closeness of the text to the trained model. The following section
details the use of language models.

4.3. Language Models and Slack Tagging Service Integration

Once we developed the language models, we integrated them with the Slack tagging
service. To achieve this, we developed a REST web service in Python (recommendation
service) to access the seven language models from any system capable of working with the
HTTP protocol.

The operation of the seven language models together with the Slack tagging service is
outlined in Figure 4, and described below:

1. An user clicks the button to start tagging a message, and the Slack tagging service
does an HTTP request to the recommendation service sending the message text.

2. The recommendation service receives the text and sends it to each of the seven
language models. Each model calculates a numerical value called perplexity, which
expresses the confidence of the sentence tested in the language models. It is worth
mentioning that the perplexity value is expressed between 0 and 1, where values close
to zero indicate a powerful closeness. The measure used to compare the similarity in
the language models was “average perplexity per word”.

3. Once the recommendation service obtained the perplexity values of the seven lan-
guage models; the values are ordered so that the first position represents the tag that
fits better to the received text, according to the language models. Then, the service
return to Slack an ordered list of tags, to be shown in the selection tag window (see
Figure 2).

Although the described process seems cumbersome, the response time of the recom-
mendation service is good enough not to cause any inconvenience to the end-user.

http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu/freeling/
https://github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd
https://github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd
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Figure 4. Activity diagram in unified modeling language, representing the integration of the Slack
tagging service and the language models.

5. Materials and Methods

In this section, we present our method (based on the Wohlin et al. [63] guidelines) to
evaluate the Slack tagging service. This method was based on the one followed in our past
work [18]; even we reused part of the instrumentation in this experiment.

5.1. Objective

To analyze the use of the Slack tagging service, to determine the semantic correctness
of the suggested tags concerning the context of the tagged message, as well as comparing
the time spent to tag message in a both-way: assisted by auto-completion and assisted by
NLP, from the point of view of professional developers and students in the context of agile
and global software engineering.

5.2. Planning

According to the Wohlin et al. [63] guidelines, the planning phase consists of the
following: experiment context definition, description of the subject selection, study design,
variables and hypotheses definition, and a description of all the instruments required in
the study.

5.2.1. Context and Subjects Selection

This study had two contexts: academic and industrial. The academic context was at a
computer lab at two public universities. The industrial context was in different software
development companies, selecting a room where they could not be interrupted during the
evaluation activities.

We chose the subjects of both contexts by convenience. The participants in the aca-
demic context were students enrolled in either a software engineering program or an
information technology program. We took care that they already had been in courses re-
lated to agile methodologies and web development since the evaluation’s context scenario
was a Web project driven by an agile method. The industrial context participants were
professional software developers with experience in agile/distributed development and
web application projects.

5.2.2. Study Design, Variables Selection, Furthermore, Hypotheses Formulation

This study is a quasi-experiment with a within-subject design because all the treat-
ments were applied to all the participants. All the participants were mentally situated
in a context scenario to interact through Slack with a counterpart; they used the tagging
service (with predefined user tags) and followed a chatting guide that contains eight marks
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suggesting what to tag, without specifying the tag to use. There were two types of marks:
one indicates using a tag recommended by the Slack tagging service, and another indicates
selecting a tag from the tags catalog using the auto-complete feature.

The independent variable is represented by the different ways of choosing tags, using
either the tags recommendation feature or the tags auto-completion feature. The dependent
variables were the semantic correctness of the chosen tag (see Section 5.3.3 to know how
we determined the tag correctness) and the time to select a tag. Besides, we observed the
number of new tags that the participants created during the evaluation and the perceived
ease of use and perceived usefulness. Based on the previous variables, we stated two
hypotheses for this study.

• H0Correctness. There is no significant difference in the number of correctly tagged
messages by using the tags recommendation feature or the auto-completion feature.

• H0Time. There is no significant difference in time spent tagging a message by using the
tags recommendation feature or the auto-completion feature.

It is worthwhile to notice that the hypothesis H0Correctness corresponds to the RQ1 and
the hypothesis H0Time corresponds to the RQ2.

5.2.3. Instrumentation

Below, we present the instruments developed to conduct this study.

• Context scenario. This scenario was used in our past work [18], and it concerned
two agile developers from different companies and locations working on the same
project (medical appointments system), one of whom required information about
a RESTful service that the other was developing. They had documentation debt,
and consequently, they had to acquire the project AK by asking questions to each other.
A complete description of this scenario is located at https://github.com/gborrego/
autotagsakagsd (accessed on 16 November 2021).

• Chatting guides. Each pair of participants had to follow two guides (one per scenario
role) to simulate a technical conversation using Slack regarding the context scenario.
The guides had marks indicating when to tag using either the recommendation or
auto-completion features. It is important to highlight that these guides were based
on the chatting scripts used in our past work [18] and the interactions based on
these scripts comprised the corpus with which we developed the language models
of this study. Furthermore, it is worth remarking that using a chatting guide does
not mean that we wrote exact phrases to be copied by the participants during their
interactions. This chatting guide contained hints about what to request or respond
to cause variations in the participants’ writing, but with the same hints’ semantic;
in this way, we could test the robustness of the language models. Both chatting
guides are located at https://github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd (accessed on 16
November 2021).

• Slack tagging service, and were presented in Section 3. The service also registers when
it was activated and when it was closed to obtain the time spent tagging a message.

• Messages gathering program. It is a program developed in Node.js which uses the
Slack API to extract the messages of public channels and then sends them to the
Algolia repository.

• Extended TAM questionnaire. We prepared a questionnaire in Google Forms which
was based on the Technology Acceptance Model [64] (TAM) using a Likert-7 scale.
Just as in our previous work [18], we extended this questionnaire adding items such:
how the Slack component integrates to the daily work, and another in which we
asked about enhancements that the participants would consider adding to the com-
ponent to answer the RQ3. Furthermore, this questionnaire collected the following
demographic data: age, years of experience in agile development, years of experience
in distributed/global software development. The complete questionnaire could be
viewed at https://github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd (accessed on 16 Novem-
ber 2021).

https://github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd
https://github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd
https://github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd
https://github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd
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5.3. Operation

In this part, we describe the four different stages of the study operation: the prepara-
tion stage, execution stage, data collection stage, and data validation stage.

5.3.1. Preparation

We verified that the computers to be used in this study had an Internet connection
and a web browser that could execute the Slack messenger. We created a Slack workspace,
and we installed the tagging service. Then, we added the user tags which correspond to
the context scenario. The user tags were the same that we used in our previous study [18]:
ServiceIP, RESTTest (related to TechnologicalSupport meta-tag); RestApikey, RestSecurity,
Encryption, TestData, RESTResource, RESTResponse (related to Code meta-tag); Angu-
larEncryption (related to Component meta-tag); and UserStory (related to Documentation).
Furthermore, we checked that the tags corresponding to the trained NLP models appear in
the respective list.

5.3.2. Execution

We had 52 participants which 30% were professional developers (26.4 years old on
average, s.d. = 3.6) from three different Mexican companies, who declared an average
of 2.7 years of experience in agile development (s.d. = 2.09) and 2.06 years (on average)
of experience in global/distributed software development (s.d. = 2.5). The rest of the
participants were students (21.6 years old on average, s.d. = 2.7) from two different Mexican
universities. The evaluation sessions consisted of three parts which we explain below.

• Introduction (duration 10 min). We explained to the participants the study ses-
sions along with their objectives. We organized the participants in pairs (to chat
between them), and then we asked their email addresses to register them on the Slack
workspace. We created a public channel for each pair of participants (to isolate the
pairs’ conversations), and we helped them complete the Slack registration. We gave
the participants a short training session regarding how to use the tagging service
(3 min, approx.), and they quickly explored the available tags (2 min, approx.). Then,
we described the scenario in which they would be located to carry out the tasks,
and we assigned a role to each pair member: either the developer working on a REST-
ful service or the developer who wished to use it. We gave them the corresponding
guides, and we explained to them that the guides had marks indicating when to use
the recommendation feature. Each pair member sat in a different part of the session
room, ensuring they had no visual contact as if they were geographically distributed.
We asked them to avoid talking to each other to emulate an environment of geographic
distribution better.

• Interacting through Slack (duration 25 min). Following the corresponding guide,
the participants used Slack to chat, and the tagging service aided them. We explained
that they could paraphrase the messages since we gave them only a guide, not a script.
We also told the participants that they could write a new tag (unregistered/invalid
tag) if they could not find one that fitted a certain message on the options shown by
the tagging service.

• Finalization (duration 3 min). When the participants had finished chatting through
Slack, they answered the TAM-based questionnaire. Finally, we executed the message-
gathering program to send all the channel conversations to a common repository.

5.3.3. Data Collection and Data Validation

The tagged messages from each conversation were collected from the repository,
and we executed a script to determine whether the used tags were semantically correct
or not. This process consisted of comparing the tagged messages against the expected
tags, accounting that the meta-tags hierarchy of each tag was also considered correct.
We noticed that participants also tagged messages that were not marked. Two expert
persons manually evaluated whether the tag fitted the message semantics in those cases.
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Besides, we extracted from the tagging service log file the closing and opening time of the
tagging dialog to obtain the time spent to select a tag for each participant. Furthermore,
we obtained the answers to the TAM questionnaire directly from Google Forms. Finally,
we discarded those tagged messages that did not correspond to the chatting guide, such
as the initial testing messages and those written after the final line of the chatting guide.
The curated data set of the gathered messages is located in the following link: https:
//github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd (accessed on 16 November 2021).

6. Results

We obtained 356 tagged messages, where 50.6% were tagged using the auto-completion
feature and 49.4% were tagged using the recommendation feature. We present the results
organized as follows: one section per each stated hypothesis, another section in which
we present the TAM results, and a section where we present additional observations of
this study.

6.1. Tagging Correctness

In this part, it is worth remembering that the participants did not register any tag for
this controlled study, as it is supposed to happen in a knowledge condensation implemen-
tation. For this reason, we allowed the participants to create tags when they considered
that the predefined tags/meta-tags did not fit a message. We obtained that 14% of the
messages were tagged with a tag created by the participants (new tags), from which 20%
were incorrect, and 80% were correct. Furthermore, 25% of messages with user-created
tags were considered synonyms of the predefined tags. Thus, to calculate the number of
messages tagged correctly using the auto-completion feature, we summed the messages
correctly tagged with the existing tags and those correctly tagged using a synonym tag.
Moreover, we added the number of correctly tagged messages using the recommendation
feature. It is worth remembering that we excluded the messages tagged with a new tag and
included synonyms tags. Figure 5A shows that participants had more messages correctly
tagged when they used the NLP recommendation feature.

Figure 5. Tagging correctness using the recommendation feature and auto-completion feature,
classified by participants profile. (A) Percentage of correct tagging on both ways. (B) Average of
correct tagging by participant (whiskers represent standard deviation).

On the other hand, if we group the data by participants, the above-stated difference is
also evident on the average of correctly tagged messages per participant on both participant
profiles (see Figure 5B). We verified whether both data sets (average of correctly tagged
messages using recommendation and auto-completion) were normally distributed by
applying the Kolmogorov–Smirnov normality test. We obtained that the set of the tagged
messages using the auto-completion feature did not fit the normal curve (D = 0.18621,
p-value = 0.04731). Thus, we applied the Wilcoxon signed-rank test (α = 0.05) to determine
whether the difference between the average of correctly tagged messages per participant
using recommendation and auto-completion feature was significant. We obtained that
the difference is statistically significant (W = 237.5, p-value = 0.00452), hence, this result
provides evidence to reject the null hypothesis H0Correctness. With this result, we can answer

https://github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd
https://github.com/gborrego/autotagsakagsd
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the RQ1 saying that the participants tagged messages more coherently when they used the
NLP recommendation.

6.2. Time Spent to Tag Messages

We obtained that the participants spent less time tagging when the recommenda-
tion feature was used (avg = 11.03 s, std = 5.23), either in general, or per each par-
ticipant profile (see Figure 6A). In this case, we applied a T-test since both sets of data
were normally distributed according to the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (Time using recom-
mendation: D = 0.11737, p-value = 0. 48686—Time using auto-completion: D = 0.12835,
p-value = 0.34096). By applying T-test (α = 0.05), we obtained that the difference between
the time spent to tag by auto-completion and to tag using the recommendation feature was
significant (T = −5.10628, p-value < 0.00001).

Figure 6. Time (in seconds) participants spent tagging a message using the recommendation and auto-
completion features, classified by participants profile. (A) Results with outlier values, and (B) results
without the outlier values (whiskers represent standard deviation).

To deeply explore this result, we discarded the outlier values of both data sets. Those
values were obtained by applying the Grubbs’ test with α = 0.05 (Time using recom-
mendation: Z = 4.2314, outlier-value = 33.18—Time using auto-completion: Z = 5.0222,
outlier-value = 85.90); the difference was still visually present, as is shown in (Figure 6B).
Removing the outlier values gives us that the average time was 10.56 s (std = 4.13) us-
ing the recommendation feature, and 19.94 s (std = 9.06) using auto-completion feature.
We applied again T-test (α = 0.05) and the difference was also statistically significant
(T = −6.48889, p-value < 0.00001), thus, we can reject the null hypothesis H0Time. With this
result, we can answer the RQ2 saying that the participants tagged messages faster when
they used the NLP recommendation.

6.3. Additional Observations

We noticed that 7.3% of the messages were tagged using the recommendation feature
when it was not indicated in the guide, where 57% of the 7.3% were correctly tagged.
It is important to remember that the language models were developed using tagged
messages obtained from our previous study [18]. This fact indicates that the language
models used to detect the context of the messages are robust enough to support different
ways of writing mixed messages of the same topic. The average of correct and incorrect
tagged messages per participant was 0.89 (std = 0.90) and 0.67 (std = 0.68), respec-
tively. We applied the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test of normality and we obtained that both
sets, correct and incorrect tagged messages, were normal (correct messages: D = 0.23407,
p-value = 0.23742—incorrect messages: D = 0.28579, p-value = 0.0855). Hence, we ap-
plied a T-test (α = 0.05), obtaining that the difference between both sets is not significant
(T = 0.83299, p-value = 0.205331), which is an expected result since we did not train the
language models to support the kind of messages where participants tagged.

In addition, when participants used the recommendation feature, and they tagged
correctly, 85% of the time, the selected option was in the first position of the tag’s list (see
Figure 7A). This difference is significant according to the goodness of fit test based on
χ2(α = 0.05), assuming a distribution on which the first position has 75% and the rest
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25% (χ2 = 7.714, p-value = 0.00548). On the other hand, when the participants used the
recommendation feature, and they tagged incorrectly, 68% of the times the correct option
was located in the first position of the list (see Figure 7B). This difference is significant
according to the goodness of fit test based on χ2(α = 0.05), assuming a distribution on
which the first position has 58% and the rest 42% (χ2 = 4.599, p-value = 0.032). This result
means that the language models were preciser than the participants when tagging was
unexpected. The correctly recommended tags were the following: DataTest, Documentation,
TechnologicalSupport, AngularEncryption, RestResource, and UserStory.

Figure 7. List position of the correct option on the recommendation feature when participants tagged
correctly (A) and incorrectly (B) while using the recommendation component.

Finally, we obtained 176 messages tagged using the recommendation feature,
without the unexpected tagged messages, wherein 112 messages the correct tag was
in the first position of the recommendation list. With these data we can calculate a
Precision = 112/176 = 0.6363 of NLP recommendation method. On the other hand,
if we include the unexpected tagged messages, we have 204 tagged messages, wherein
125 messages the correct tag was in the first position of the recommendation list, i.e., now
Precision = 125/204 = 0.6127. Furthermore, the difference between correct and incorrect
recommendations is significant according to the goodness of fit test based on χ2(α = 0.05),
assuming a distribution on which the correct recommendations has 56% and the rest 44%
(χ2 = 4.165, p-value = 0.04126). The difference between correct and incorrect recommen-
dations is also significant according to the goodness of fit test based on χ2(α = 0.05),
assuming a distribution on which the correct recommendations has 54% and the rest 46%
(χ2 = 4.346, p-value = 0.0371).

6.4. Qualitative Results

Participants responded to the TAM questionnaire after chatting through Slack using
the chatting guide. We gathered all the questionnaire answers (based on Likert-7), and we
applied the Cronbach alpha test to determine its consistency. We obtained α = 0.9641
with 95% of confidence, which means that the TAM results present an excellent internal
consistency. Analyzing the obtained results, participants perceived the implemented Slack
tagging service as very useful and easy to use in general (median of 6 in Likert-7 scale)
(see Table 2), highlighting that for both measures (usefulness and ease of use), the mode
was 7 in Likert-7 scale. In Table 2, we observe that all the Likert values obtained for
usefulness and ease of use represent a positive perception (greater of 4), which means
that most of the participants perceived the tagging service as useful. However, there
were some outlier values: developers’ ease of use perception with values of 2, 3, and 4,
and students’ perception on each aspect, with 1. These low values could be related to the
received suggestions about the pre-loaded tags; participants mentioned would have liked
to participate in the tags registration. Furthermore, participants commented that the way of
tagging must be improved; however, it entirely depends on the Slack conditions to create
complements or services. Remarkably, participants suggested tagging before sending a
message, not when the message has already been sent, which is how most tagging services
currently work. Some comments of the participants accompany these results: “. . . tagging
messages is a bit tedious. . . I do not think that people would use it in an agile development. . . ”,
which indicates to us that the service operation has to be improved. Finally, we extended
the TAM questionnaire with one question about how the tagging service integrates into
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daily work. We obtained that participants think that this service integrates easily to the
working conditions of agile GSE projects. However, we obtained a value lower than 5
(Likert-7 scale) on quartile 25 and some outliers values (see Table 2), which could be related
to the above-reported problems too. To summarize, we can state that participants perceived
the Slack tagging service as very easy to use, useful and that it could be easily integrated
into the daily work. With the previous statement, we answer the RQ3.

Table 2. Results of the extended TAM questionnaire, by participant profile. All the values are based
on a Likert-7 scale.

Students Developers

Usefulness Ease of Use Integration Usefulness Ease of Use Integration

Mode 7 7 7 7 7 7
Median 6 6 6 6 7 6

Q.75 7 7 7 7 7 7
Q.50 6 6 6 6 7 6
Q.25 5 5 5 5 6 4.25

7. Threats to Validity

To understand how valid the results are and how researchers and practitioners can
use them, we present the validity threats according to Wohlin et al.’s [63] specification.

7.1. Conclusion Validity

This study had participants from different backgrounds and experiences using Slack.
To balance the participants’ knowledge about Slack, they received a brief training regarding
using this application and how to use the tagging service. The participants were anonymous
in this study. We did not know them before or after the evaluation; therefore, there was
no reason to try to please us. Furthermore, we are aware that the evaluation period was
relatively short; however, the results indicate a clear trend about the benefits of using the
implemented Slack service.

7.2. Internal Validity

The study’s sessions were short to prevent the participants from getting bored or
tired. We attempted to avoid learning effects by using a counterbalancing technique,
i.e., we placed the participants in groups and presented the conditions (auto-completion
and recommendation) to each group in a different order. The TAM questionnaire results
showed an excellent internal consistency when applying the Cronbach Alpha test. Besides,
all the participants were volunteers and showed interest in collaborating in this study.
Regarding persistence effects, the study was executed with subjects who had never taken
part in a similar study. Moreover, the participants did not have any previous knowledge of
the context scenario since it was fictitious.

7.3. Construct Validity

We measured the required time to tag a message using the tagging service, which
registered when the tagging screen was shown and when it was closed by the participants.
This time could have been affected by the participants’ reading speed and by the time
to decide a proper tag; however, we considered that participants had similar abilities,
and the arrangement of the sets could have reduced this threat. To discover the participants’
perceptions about how the tagging service integrates into their daily work, we extended
the standard TAM questionnaire by adding one question with the same structure as TAM
questions. This extension provided us with a structured means to obtain the participants’
perceptions of topics that the conventional TAM questionnaire does not include.
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7.4. External Validity

We identified two main threats to external validity: subjects and tasks/materials.
Regarding subjects’ threats, we included students to have more controlled conditions to
conduct the study in an academic context. Unfortunately, these students had no experience
with real agile GSE projects; however, they had already taken courses concerning agile
software development and had been in touch with GSE topics during their university
education. We included professional developers with experience in agile GSE to enforce
external validity. Concerning threats about tasks and materials, the chatting guides were
based on a fictitious scenario but included real-world situations and characteristics.

8. Discussion

This section discusses our results in two ways: implications about the AK conden-
sation in agile GSE and natural language models. Finally, we present a summary of the
contributions of this paper.

8.1. Implications about Architectural Knowledge Condensation in Agile Global
Software Engineering

Literature reports that developers prefer to share AK with their counterparts using
UTEM in agile GSE environments [10,19], mainly because of the language and culture
differences. Thus, a mechanism to condense AK from UTEM logs is essential since these
logs are the only source of AK many times [9,10]. A crucial part of the AK condensation
is the classification mechanism, and it was implemented by using social tagging during
UTEM interactions. Thus, efficient and coherent tagging is essential to retrieve AK in
the future.

In this study, we observed that participants tagged coherently more frequently when
they used the recommendation feature (RQ1). In our previous study [18], we obtained 62%
of correctly tagged messages; in this study, we obtained 66%, where 32% corresponds to
tagging by the auto-completion feature, and 68% corresponds to tagging by the recom-
mendation feature. Thus, tag recommendations were essential to raising the correctness
percentage. Regarding the spent time to tag a message, the use of the recommendation
feature represents a significantly faster way to select tags (RQ2). In general, the time differ-
ence was nine second, which could represent the difference between a good or bad user
experience [26], and consequently an essential factor to adopt the tagging service and the
KC concept.

Regarding the perceived ease of use and the perceived usefulness, the Slack tagging
service obtains high values of the Likert-7 scale, even on quartile 25, which means that
participants consider the service very useful and usable (RQ3). Furthermore, participants
considered that tagging service could be integrated into the daily work activities (RQ3).
Further, there are points to enhance regarding tagging a message; however, it heavily
depends on Slack’s conditions to develop a complement. This situation could happen to
any other UTEM since they have those conditions for developing plugins to complement its
operation. We know that determining any software’s usability implies more than applying
questionnaires; usability testing includes observations, video-recording analysis, interviews,
focus groups, etc. However, the main focus of this paper was to evaluate the Slack service
in terms of time and coherence at tagging messages, and the TAM questionnaire was only
to have a preliminary view of the Slack service’s usability and usefulness.

The results showed that the semi-fixed tagging approach supported by the tags recom-
mendation feature is an efficient (precise and fast) and well-perceived way to classify AK
during UTEM interactions in an agile GSE environment. Furthermore, the results could
reduce the cognitive load to agile GSE developers during their daily work (reducing the
effort to think how to tag) and ease the AK finding since the AK is going to be aligned
to the classification scheme, on which the tags are based. In this way, a developer could
recover AK from a past project, using the tags and meta-tags to explore the project AK.
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All the presented results led us to think that a recommendation feature could be
essential for better AK classification when tagging is used as a classification mechanism
(part of the AK condensation concept). This is because the tagging correctness percentage
could increase in general; thus, the projects’ AK could be better classified.

Considering the results of our study, we can state that the AK condensation concept
could be implemented in the industry in the following way:

• We must implement a mechanism to determine how well a message was tagged. This
implementation could run when developers look for projects’ AK, using the searching
mechanism proposed by the AK condensation concept; thus, when they find AK, they
also could qualify the tagging. It is important to notice that the searching mechanism
has as a source a repository where the UTEM logs will be stored; thus, it can contain
messages from email, code repositories (commit comments), instant messengers, etc.

• Another mechanism could take from the messages repository the tagged ones with a
good qualification; thus, determining when is a good qualification would be crucial.

• The same mechanism could group the messages by tag, and finally, pass the grouped
messages to a final process to update the current language models or generate new
ones based on new tags.

In this manner, a development team could have an updated set of language models,
which would be helpful to suggest tags during UTEM interactions to condense AK.

8.2. Implications about Natural Language Models in Agile Global Software Engineering

The TAM evaluation provides encouraging results; developers and students identified
the tag recommendation component as useful (based on language models and incorporated
into the Slack tagging service) in software projects. The correctness percentage obtained
by the recommender component gives evidence that the language models captured the
sentence structure written by the participant. For instance, the language model identifies
the word “story” with a probability of 0.75, and the phrase “user_story” is 0.76; that is,
the terms used by the participants are very close to those used in the creation stage of
the models.

However, for the terms that have a low probability, in some cases, they complement
the probability of the grammatical class. For example, the model’s question mark symbol
(“?”) has a probability of 0.05, but with its grammatical class, the probability increases
to 0.97. The probabilities of the term and the grammatical class complement each other
and give the tagging service robust performance, reflecting in the correctness percentage.
The Kneser–Ney function softens those terms out of the vocabulary of the language model
as a smoothing method. The precision results of the implemented models may indicate that
using language models is promising. We observed that the small vocabulary of the corpus
had a positive impact on the models, especially on tags where the frequency of repetition
of the terms is high, such as “UserStory”.

Concerning the precision of the language models, it could be considered a good
score (precision = 0.6363 without including the unexpected tagged messages), taking into
account the low amount of data (291 messages obtained from our previous study [18])
used to train the language models. For instance, works based on YouTube [47] or Stack-
overflow [45,51,53] had available an extensive corpus (tagged posts and video tutorials
of different years) to train the recommendation models. In particular, Parra et al. [47]
reported that up to 66% of the tagged videos were considered relevant by developers. Thus,
it could be interpreted that they obtained 0.66 of precision, which is pretty close to our
precision value. Moreover, considering our acceptable results and our small corpus to
train the language models, we could say that our approach presents certain tolerance to
the “cold start” problem. However, we have to conduct more experiments to determine
its robustness.

It is worth remarking that 68% of the times that participants tagged incorrectly, the cor-
rect option was the first element of the recommendation list. However, participants decided
to choose another list element. This situation leads us to improve the language models of
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the recommendation feature to explore a mechanism of semi/auto-tagging. In this way,
when a developer wants to tag a message, s/he could use this mechanism to assign a tag
suggested by a language model.

We addressed the above-presented problem by training a model for each category due
to the size of the corpus used to build them. However, each model provides the system with
a refined and specific analysis. One aspect that we can identify to improve is incorporating
more elements in the training corpus to reach a higher percentage of correct ones. Increasing
the number of language models could leverage the operation of the Slack tagging service
and the tagging process in an agile GSE environment. We created the models to support
the Spanish language; however, we can build models for other languages by collecting
a new corpus, for instance, English. Another rapid but less effective option would be to
map our corpus to English, assuming that developers’ communication is standardized.
Finally, because of the success of our simple models, we did not investigate more complex
recent models like BERT [62]. Such models can improve performance but would increase
computational cost.

8.3. Summary of Contributions

The main contributions of our work could be summarized as four aspects, which are
depicted below without a relevance order.

First, we implemented a Slack tagging service with an NLP recommendation-based
feature that helps developers choose a correct tag regarding a conversation context in
terms of AK. A coherent tagging is crucial to implementing the AK condensation concept.
A coherent tagging would be the base to find AK when developers do not remember the
exact phrases to search a UTEM interaction where AK was shared, accounting that UTEM
logs usually are the only source of AK in agile GSE.

Second, the evaluation of the Slack tagging service provided statistical evidence to
show that users tag faster (T = −6.48889, p-value < 0.00001) and with better semantic
correctness, i.e., more coherently (W = 237.5, p-value = 0.00452), using the NLP recommen-
dation feature than using the auto-completion one. As was mentioned above, coherent
tagging is crucial to implement the AK condensation concept. Thus, having a service that
helps accurately recommend relevant tags means a step towards industrial implementation
of the AK condensation context. In the same sense, the implemented service allows to tag
quickly, which could minimize the negative cost that interruptions cause [22,23], doing
developers to redirect their attention from the main activity. Fast tagging represents a better
usability perception, which also increases the software adoption [26].

Third, students and professional developers perceived the Slack tagging service as
useful and easy to use. The evaluation was done using a TAM-based questionnaire, in which
we obtained high Likert-7 values (e.g., 5 and 6) in low quartiles as Q.25. Furthermore,
participants considered that the Slack tagging service could be easily integrated into the
daily work of a software project. Although the participants’ perception was good, we
found aspects regarding the ease of use that could be improved if Slack offered more
open elements for its extension. For the AK condensation concept, it is essential that the
classification mechanism, implemented through the Slack tagging service, be embedded as
naturally as possible in the developers’ activities.

Fourth, the developed language models were robust enough to give coherent tag
recommendations (participants tagged better using the NLP feature), even on parts of
the chatting guide where we did not expect to be tagged. Thus, the developed language
models could work with very different ways to write a given topic. This result encourages
us to keep developing more language models to cover different AK topics to have diverse
tag recommendations.

Fifth, we developed a corpus of 291 tagged messages contained in seven tags, which
came from our past study [18]. This corpus could be used by academia to explore more
possibilities to expand this work.
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9. Conclusions

In agile GSE, a critical amount of AK is stored in the UTEM logs, and most of the time,
these are the only AK source in a development team [9,10]. AK condensation is an approach
that proposes a way to classify and recover AK from the UTEM logs. An implementation
of this concept is based on tagging UTEM interactions to classify and ease AK retrieval.

In this paper, we presented the Slack tagging service (an implementation of an AK
classification mechanism), which allows to tag messages based on a classification scheme
obtained in a previous study [9]. The objective of this service was to help developers
remember the available tags during their daily interactions, by auto-completing tags
or by offering tags recommendations through NLP techniques and language models.
Students and professional developers evaluated the Slack tagging service in a controlled
experiment to compare both tagging mechanisms in terms of correctness and time to select
a tag. The results statistically showed that more than 64% of the Slack messages were
tagged correctly (i.e., tags were semantically related with the messages) using the tags
recommendation, considering that the participants were unaware of the existing tags and
the interaction context. Furthermore, when participants used the recommendation feature,
they spent less time selecting a tag (statistically significant too), which is beneficial to the
potential adoption of the Slack tagging service and the AK condensation concept. It is
worth remarking that although the language models were based on a corpus in Spanish,
we can use the same reported process to develop new language models based on a corpus
in English, which is a common language in agile GSE interactions.

Further, the Slack tagging service was perceived as highly useful and usable, according
to the TAM questionnaire results. However, we are aware that a more robust study is
needed to determine the actual usability and user experience of the Slack service.

The obtained results are remarkable since the corpus volume to train the language
models was significantly smaller than other approaches reported in the literature, which
used sources as StackOverflow entries to train the recommendation models. Besides,
our approach is focused on AK entirely dependent on software projects’ circumstances
and conditions, such as business rules clarifications, architectural decisions, and even
deployment topics. Thus, we cannot use public Q&A services since these sources contain
more general AK than the knowledge shared through UTEM during a software project.

Furthermore, our results reinforce the AK condensation concept feasibility, and that
semi-fixed tagging could be an AK classification mechanism adequate for the agile GSE
environment. Furthermore, these results lead us to conduct a long-term study in an
agile GSE company to evaluate the concept adoption and evaluate how AK condensation
could affect metrics such as time to finish tasks, interruptions quantity, team efficiency,
and product quality. This long-term study will help us increase the training corpus’s size
for language models. Further, we will explore new ways to implement an AK classification
mechanism, for instance, using ontologies or deep learning techniques. We will even
explore new approaches to condense AK on any agile software development environment,
either co-located or distributed or using new sources such as transcriptions, audio, or video,
which are also used to share knowledge in agile GSE.

Another direction in our future work is to conduct a qualitative or mixed study to
get the perception of software architects about the AK that could be condensed with our
approach. This study should cover micro-architecture topics since our proposal focuses
on the developers’ daily interactions; however, this proposal could support architects’
interactions, where macro-architecture topics could be more prevalent. Furthermore,
developers could discuss architecture topics through UTEM that could be relevant at the
macro-architecture level. Thus, a software architect’s point of view will be relevant to
determine the impact of the condensed AK, regardless its abstraction level.
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